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Po
s itiv
C O ity o f
V I D -1
9 Pandemic
The global impact of the coronavirus pandemic
has been unprecedented. All of us have been
making dramatic adjustments to our daily lives
and that includes our CCF’s service teams.
Surprisingly, we are finding more positivity than
negativity in the experience. We are starting to
get into uncharted waters learning new skills
and new technology which can enhance our
future services. Let’s see what positivity we have
found!
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Online Activit

For Children

Our Child Life team has always been at the forefront serving young patients in
the hospitals throughout their treatment stages. Due to the pandemic, we have
to switch regular activities such as playroom and arts & crafts classes from
offline to online. It is a remarkable change as patients’ siblings (who normally
cannot attend hospital’s activities) and community partners such as Disney’s
volunteers are now easily involved in our online activities. Patients staying in the
hospital or at home, incapacitated or even bedridden can participate in these
activities. The small group activities that were previously only held in the hospital
wards only can now assemble many more participants!

Our Community Service Team also orchestrated a special Online Lunar New Year
Celebration for families sharing their festive joy and greetings. Children were invited to
upload videos showing off their cooking skills making iconic Lunar New Year dishes. As
observed by our team, “We find that the “shy” children are more relaxed and energetic
joining our online activities at home!” Knowing that online communications are
popular among young patients, we hope to host more online live events to boost the
teenagers’ interests.

In the midst of the pandemic, virtual gathering is a good channel for young patients to stay in touch with their friends
and families chatting and doing DIY-handicrafts together. We noticed our patients are enjoying the activities and
always looking forward to the next class! Yet, we think face-to-face activities are still indispensable, as sensory
stimulation is important for young toddlers and it is also difficult for them to concentrate on the small screens. Hence,
we will continue to use both online and offline activities in the future to fit into the patients’ needs.
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Online Activit

For Parents

We reckon the undue stress that parents are facing under the
pandemic. As schools are suspended, parents have to look after their
child day in and day out, and sometimes close supervision could strain parent-child relationship.
Our Community Service Family Support Team planned a series of Sit Back and Relax live streaming
activities for the parents. Through these activities, the parents were able to relax, share their
feelings and interact with others. “This is a good way for us to take a break having to attend to
our sick child round the clock and not able to go anywhere during the pandemic,” the parents
remarked.

Arts & crafts is one of the various
themes of the Sit Back and
Relax parent activities.

Our Family Counselling Team offers various online educational talks on childcare to the parents.
Previously, parents living afar or having to look after their children were often not able to join these
talks, but now through these new devices, they are able to enhance their knowledge on childcare,
chat in small groups, share and support each other virtually. “These online gatherings are even
better than face-to-face meetings with much better participation rate. We will definitely continue
these online talks even when everything is back to normal, ” says our team.

ies

Online Activit

n
Public Educatio l
a
and Profession
Training

Children’s Palliative Care Foundation (CPCF) held two
webinars during the pandemic with over 800 participants.
To enhance the events production, new live streaming
equipment were purchased and colleagues became self-taught professionals in operating the
streaming programmes. The professional-looking studio setup wowed our guest speakers! Looks
like, CPCF team might have to adopt virtual services in the near future. “We still do home visits,
but for patients who are not suitable, we will contact their parents by phone or video chat. We
also arrange online birthday parties for the patients. We will definitely run more webinars!” says
Molin Lin, Professional Services Manager (CPCF).

All CPCF’s meetings with doctors and special schools has switched online. Child Life Team had conducted
trainings and exchange sessions for almost 300 nursing students and clinical nurses – satisfaction rate has
reached over 90%. These virtual meetings and trainings are truly time-saving and efficient for the participants.
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Launching
YouTube

Both Child Life and CPCF launched their own YouTube channels
during the pandemic. “Video is a great medium for public
education as it visualised the concepts,” says Tammy Loy, Professional Services Manager (Child
Life). “Viewers can watch them anytime at their convenience. Moreover, the same video can
be used many times for different children. This saves us a lot of efforts in the long run.” Videos
produced by Child Life Team are broadcast in the hospital wards through the Children’s TV
Channel at the Hong Kong Children’s Hospital, bringing fun and knowledge to the in-patients.
“Video editing is completely new to us. Luckily, we have colleagues with relevant experience
and skills which saves us a lot of time. We are exploring ways to incorporate new online mode
into our existing services. That takes time, and we will do our utmost to improve,” remarks
Tammy.

Wall-breaking
Telepresence
Robot

Close to the end of 2020, the Child Life Team received a
wonderful donation from a patient’s family – a telepresence
robot named Jasmine. The ‘immune’ nature of Jasmine
makes her the doppelganger of many young patients:
through controlling Jasmine remotely, they can join the parties held in the hospital or at
our Family Service Centre, or even wander in parks. They are very excited to be able to
navigate a robot. The team is highly anticipating the potential of Jasmine, “Going further, we
hope Jasmine can help more children, such as taking them back to school virtually, visiting
teachers and classmates, or even roaming around outdoor!”

Child Life Team is also ser ving young patients who
unfortunately are infected by COVID-19. The use of
telepresence technologies is extremely valuable under the
pandemic restrictions as our colleagues can stay in touch
with these isolated patients, chatting or playing with them.
Yet a colleague reflects, “Since we have never met these
patients in person, it takes more time to break the ice before
they can freely express themselves through the screen.”
Despite the challenges, the team is excited about the future
of telepresence communications even after the pandemic,
to interact with patients who are highly infectious or with
weakened immunity.
Watch an introduction of Jasmine:
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Special Topic

A Day with CCF Rehab Bus Captain
At 7am in the morning, dressed in full uniform, Gary Chiu is ready for the day at the Ho Man Tin carpark. Can you guess his profession?
Our Rehabilitation Bus (Rehab bus) Captain! Gary has been navigating our rehab bus since 2011, cruising around Hong Kong, taking
innumerable children safely to and from homes and hospitals. Let’s board rehab bus and see how Gary enjoys his day of work!

Thermometer

End-of-day
cleaning

Gary begins his routine on time almost every morning, unless under most extreme weather. He will pre-check,
clean and refuel the bus, before setting off to pick up the young patients from the hospitals, schools or homes.
Sometimes he can make six to eight trips a day! Today, he received four bookings from ‘Commander’ Maggie at
our Family Service Centre. She handles the bookings, contacts families and plans Gary’s itinerary for the next day.
But that wasn’t the golden rule as itineraries could change and often in the last minute. That morning, a boy from
Tuen Mun had to cancel his booking because his hospitalisation plan had changed. “With sudden change like this,
I will check if there are patients at the Children’s Hospital who need to be picked up,” says Gary.
Gary is conscientious and attentive about his job not only at the workplace but even after work. The rehab bus
was upgraded in 2019 and Gary proposed to increase the wheelchair space from two to four. “When we have big
events such as picnics and outings, often there are three to four wheelchair users which cannot fit in the old bus,”
he remembered, “We can transfer the kids from the wheelchairs to the passenger seats, but not all of them are
willing to do so; let alone those who carried a ventilator with them. We try our best not to disturb anyone.” Since the
pandemic, Gary also takes extra precaution in his personal hygiene – such as transferring vegetables he bought
from the market to a new plastic bag before putting them in the fridge. “I’m the CCF Rehab Bus Captain. To stay
healthy is my responsibility. I must take good care of my ‘crew’ and not get them infected!”
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Special Topic
“The major impact of COVID on our rehab bus service is not being able to take more than one family per trip to avoid cross contamination.
Even the families are living in the same district, I can only take them one at a time. Hence, we cannot serve as many families as before,”
says Gary. At the end of the day, Gary has to spend more time giving the bus an exhaustive cleansing. “I find my job very rewarding. I feel
privileged to have the opportunity to serve these sick kids and at the same time I can enjoy the scenic view of Hong Kong every day. What
more can I ask for?”
”I have served for over 10 years, my most profound experience was having to drive a patient to the hospital for treatment from Monday
to Friday for eight consecutive weeks. The painful treatment was unbearable for adult, not to mention a child. He got so weak after the
treatment, he had to travel with a wheelchair. I noticed nowadays patients do not need to return to the hospitals as frequent. I hope this is
because of the improvement in treatment due the advancement in medicine,” remarks Gary with a grin.
It is comforting for him to know that some of those he served in his early years, now his Facebook friends are all doing well. “Some
graduated, got a job or even got married. I’m happy for them,” says Gary, yet he knows very well that they are the lucky ones. Now he
is concentrating on making safe and comfortable trips for children and families in need, quietly navigating the bus every day, helping to
ease the burden of children and caretakers in their arduous journey fighting life-threatening illnesses.

Curiously
looking around

Feedbacks:
Patient and
Family

Homeward
bound

Pan is a 16-year-old boy suffering from muscular dystrophy with
unstable condition. He is chunky with limited mobility and made it
difficult for his mother to take him home from the boarding school.
"He hasn't been home for more than two years. If it were not for CCF
offering the rehab bus service, I wouldn’t have taken him home!" said
his mum. Accompanied by our palliative care nurse, Pan finally took a
homebound ride with his mum before Chinese New Year. He cannot
express verbally, but the big smile on his face says it all!

CCF Editor
Riding on the rehab bus with Gary from dawn till dusk was
the longest ride in my life. Sitting at home at night, I still feel the
motion on my chair! Salute to all professional drivers for their
dedication and professionalism.

Watch A Day with CCF Rehab Bus Captain
(full video, Cantonese only)
on CCF’s YouTube Channel!
Children’s Cancer Foundation Newsletter · Vol.60 · 7/2021
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CPCF Column

My Child is Growing Up.
Is that a curse or a blessing?
Children with life-threatening illnesses often have a shorter lifespan than ordinary people. The parents have gone through countless
hardships in raising these kids with special needs. Every time when the kids’ condition got worst, the parents and medical teams had to
fight very hard to save their lives. Now that they are turning 18, instead of celebrating, they are looking worried. Why so?
What does ‘turning 18’ means for critically ill children? It means dropping out of school, losing support and another great crisis looms over
the family?
Advancement in modern medicine has prolonged the lifespan of humans, including children with serious illnesses. Life expectancies of
critically ill patients in the past are no longer accurate. More young patients are living longer and growing into their adulthood, but the
related facilities and resources are not increasing accordingly. It becomes a nightmare for the patients and their families. How many are
well aware of the predicament of this helpless, underprivileged group?
In the past, these childhood diseases rarely occurred in adulthood. The adult services, including palliative care, hospice and specialist
services, etc. are not fit for these patients. Healthcare professionals serving adults are not familiar with these diseases. The service modes
for children and adults are also very different. As a result, a huge service gap appears for these patients in the transition from childhood
to adulthood. Both patients and families are facing numerous difficulties in the process.
Children and teenagers under 18 can attend special schools where education and trainings are provided. Some even have boarding for
students which can provide respite for the long-term caretakers. But all these will end after the patients graduated from secondary school.
These ‘children’ having the physique of an adult but mentality of a child, cannot take care of themselves and require highly intensive
care such as using ventilators, sputum suctioning, handling incontinence, feeding with a gastric tube, and regular muscle strengthening
exercises. It is a sad fact that currently in Hong Kong, there are no care homes to look after these people with severe physical disabilities.
They have to stay home and look after by their family members. Yet as the children are growing up, the parents are growing old too!
Their abilities to look after these children decline by the day. Without the boarding schools, there is no respite for the caretakers. You can
imagine the tremendous pressure and worries these aging parents are facing: if they pass away before their children, or fallen sick, who
will be looking after their critically ill adult children?
Despite the recent advancement of children’s palliative care services in Hong Kong, there is no comprehensive policy regarding the
transition of young adolescent patients transferring from children’s palliative care to adult care. We earnestly hope that the authorities will
review the policies and fill the service gaps to meet the urgent needs of these families. Otherwise, these terminally ill young patients and
their families will have a long way to suffer.

Molin Lin
Professional Services Manager
Children’s Palliative Care
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Child Life ... More than just Fun

An Extraordinary ‘Flight

Mission’

When child cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy, they have to lie still for almost an hour and stay
in the treatment room all by themselves. The treatment is meticulously planned, the whole process
could last for several days or even weeks, parents and adolescent patients worry about the side effects
and sequelae – this ‘Flight mission’ is absolutely challenging. Our child life specialists used to be able
to support the patients and parents in the hospital throughout the radiotherapy journey but since the
outbreak of COVID-19, all NGO workers are kept out of the wards. Limited to home visits and online
services, preparing children for radiotherapies becomes very difficult.
Our Child Life team strives hard to continue our holistic support to the young patients in the midst of
the pandemic. Discussing our difficulties with the professors of Department of Health Technology and

START

Informatics at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU), they kindly offer us the use of their newly setup
Radiotherapy Simulation Laboratory to prepare the children for the treatment. After detailed discussion, we
decided to work together to organise a customised Radiotherapy Education and Information Workshop
for the individual patient. The team consists of CCF’s child life specialists, PolyU professor and student
volunteers. Together, we provide treatment simulation in a hospital-like environment for the children.
With real equipment such as the advanced moulding tools, the PolyU team explains the procedures and
principles of radiotherapy in details to the children and families to enhance their coping ability when
going through the real treatment. With this simulation workshop, our child life specialists are able to have
a more accurate assessment on the children whether they could withstand treatments without sedation

ready to take of
Buckle up and

f!

for future reference.

Patient painting the mesh mask for holding
still the body parts during radiotherapy

Showing the mould-making
process to the patient

The lab was decorated with the Warrior Shrine
theme – showing the patient how to brave
through the simulation treatment like a hero!

Five-year-old Siu Kit had undergone a series of cancer treatments. He was panicking about his upcoming
radiotherapy and got very nervous during his routine check-up. In view of the situation, the healthcare
professional referred Siu Kit’s mum to seek advice from our child life specialists. We recommended the
workshop to Siu Kit. The PolyU team fervently made arrangement so that the venue and equipment were
setup according to Siu Kit’s age, preferences and treatment plan, like showing Siu Kit’s favourite cartoon in
the waiting room to ease his anxiety before the actual simulation, etc.
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Child Life ... More than just Fun

During preparations, our child life specialist noticed that Siu Kit is
observant and expressive for his age so we actively responded to his
questions, acknowledged his feelings and motivated him to try at his
own pace. His mum witnessing Sui Kit gradually building his confidence
during the simulation workshop has faith that Sui Kit could manage the
impending treatment by himself.
Using kid’s language explaining
steps and principles of radiotherapy

Feedbacks
Child Life Team:

Parent:

We would like to thank our partner the PolyU volunteers

Thank you CCF! It came as a total surprise that a

in supporting us to organise the workshops, without

workshop can be arranged for my son amid the

which it wouldn’t have gone so smoothly allowing

pandemic. He has learned much about radiotherapy

parents and children to experience a close-to-real

in the process. It also prepared him and given him

process of radiotherapy. Our partnership also came

much confidence to complete the treatment. The

at the most opportune time when our child life team

experience was memorable to him.

are not able to support children in situ. Seeing Siu Kit’s
improvement, we are confident that this workshop could
empower a lot more child cancer patients in the future.

Why is it a ‘flight mission’?

The starting sound of the radiotherapy machine sounds
very much like the airplane engine. That’s why our child
life specialists called the radiotherapy treatment a Flight

Mission . We had published an illustrated booklet in that
name to help children understand radiotherapy from top to
bottom. Go, little pilot!
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It All Starts with the Family

Life Chapters Gone Haywire
In the story of our life, there are always chapters of trial and tribulations. But, when nasty demon
named cancer try to devastate young, innocent souls, this tragic chapter has come way too early
for the hopeful parents.

Grace (pseudonym) was an energetic, smart and disciplined girl doing extremely well in school. In Primary Five
she began to prepare for her Internal Assessments examination. However, she started to suffer from constant
fatigue and irregular headaches. At first, her parents thought she was too stressed out from her study and
told her to take it easy. Soon her parents noticed that Grace was losing strength and ability on her arms and
legs. They immediately took her to the doctor and found that she had brain cancer. The whole family cried
hysterically over the news. She had to suspend school immediately for treatments. Their life was at rock bottom,
yet, they gritted their teeth and fought back. A year later, after a long-haul of arduous treatments, Grace got out
of the woods and came back to life again!
After recovery, Grace worked very hard to catch up with schoolwork and quickly ranked top again in class.
She had a smooth transition from primary to her favourite secondary school near her home. Everything
seemed sailing smoothly and she was looking forward to her teenage voyage. Not for long, she found that her
academic performance was falling behind dramatically. Thinking that she was still adjusting to the new school,
she gave up her extracurricular activities to devote herself in her study. But no matter how hard she tried, she
was unable to concentrate – her memory was fading away. Falling behind her peers with unsatisfactory result,
she became distraught. She isolated herself in school and became very quiet at home. The care and concern
from dad and mum became ‘surveillance’ and ‘blame’ in her eyes, and she responded with indifference.
The family was on the verge of a breakdown. Feeling unsupported by her family and frustrated in school, she
skipped classes and trapped herself in her little hideout at home.
This was how a promising young lady, and her warm and healthy family, being ruined by this brutal disease!
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It All Starts with the Family

Grace is just one of the many stories of childhood cancer survivors and their families. Most families will focus on the kid’s
treatment and neglected their long recovery journey lying ahead. Especially for children receiving intrusive treatments
(especially those affecting central nervous system) their late effects will appear slowly and even years later, just like Grace.
Research has shown that these long-term effects can be damaging: causing physical malfunctions that might affect the
kids’ self-image and their interactions with others, and impair their cognitive and learning abilities. The survivors have
to visit the doctors regularly for follow-up and these became a constant reminder of the fear of relapse and their painful
treatment. Some survivors may develop depression or even post-traumatic stress disorder. Family is supposed to be a
safe haven. However, when the family boarded on a boat ravaged by wind and rain, no matter how strong they appeared
to be, it will be challenging and difficult for them to withstand the storms.
CCF provides holistic and comprehensive services for young cancer patients and their families, not only for their physical
needs during treatment, but, more importantly, their ability to adapt during the recovery journey. Our Back-to-School
Programme offers an inclusive and welcoming environment to support and prepare preschool to primary school aged
children in their transition back to their mainstream schools. We offer one-on-one or group tutorial services, free of charge,
helping kids who fail to catchup with their schoolwork. Some late effects will appear years after treatment. We provide
occupational therapy (OT) assessment to these children to help detect their needs, earliest possible. Working with the
parents, through OT and home training, will help to reduce or delay the late effects on the kids.
Seeing their children facing all sorts of difficulties after cancer treatment distressed the parents. They search everywhere
eagerly hoping to find a solution. A soft reminder: With your resilience and rich internal resources within the family, as
long as you stay healthy, we firmly believe, you can help your children to navigate through all hurdles along this arduous
cancer journey. We will also stay close to you along the way, rain or shine, we will be there. We promise!
Chapters of our life could be chaotic at times, but I have seen many families having an inner strength from nowhere,
realigning their chapters and creating even more inspirational story of their life!

Amy Yan
Professional Services Manager
Family Counselling
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Passing It On

Virtual Fund-raising Have Fun and Be Creative!
With the anti-pandemic measures of social distancing and various restrictions in the past year, our daily life
has pretty much disrupted and same with CCF’s fund-raising activities. While our benevolent supporters are
not able to assemble to raise funds for our good cause, their passion and enthusiasm are unstoppable! They
quickly adapted to the ‘new norm’ and switched to virtual events. The results were impressive!

Hong Kong International School
(HKIS): Annual St. Baldrick's
Head-shaving Event

United Overseas Bank
Limited, Hong Kong
Branch (UOB): 2020 UOB
Heartbeat Fund Raising
Programme

HKIS holds head-shaving events every year to raise funds in
support of childhood cancer research in Hong Kong. In 2020
the event was postponed a few times and finally cancelled, but

It used to be an annual major run/walk

a few ardent shavees continued to shave and went bald ‘online’

event, the event was called off this year but

by posting their home shaving videos. In 2021, some teachers

they raised fund internally, nevertheless.

and students were able to shave in school under strong control

The event was a resounding success even

measures, and the event was shown via live streaming. Hats off

without a sport air horn!

to the principals, teachers, parents and volunteers, especially the
brave shavees (some are girls with long hair!) for your selfless
efforts in making this a successful event!

Schools’ Fund-raising Activities
During the Pandemic

WE Goods - XO Sauce
Charity Sale
Many of us have acquired new skills during

Due to class suspensions, most of the school activities had been

the stay-at-home period – among the top

cancelled, but teachers, students and parents still raise funds

skills must be culinary! Demonstrating a wise

enthusiastically. Some appealed for donations through intranets

use of her ‘me-time’ at home, Ada made

and internal emails; some teachers made donations despite

some homemade XO Sauces to give away

the cancellation of the event and some events were held under

to her friends and it became a big hit. Ada’s

stringent anti-pandemic measures upon class resumption.

secret recipe has solicited sizable donations

We are very touched by what the schools did -- teaching

for a good cause!

by examples and spreading the art of giving in the midst of
COVID-19.

Our heartfelt thanks to all fund-raisers and supporters for extending your love and concern towards our
young patients and families over the years, especially during this challenging time.
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CCF Intelligence

Missed the live broadcast?
Watch the replay anytime at
CPCF’s YouTube channel!

CPCF Webinar:
Knocking on Woods about
Life and Death

Organised by the Children’s Palliative Care Foundation (CPCF), a live webinar Knocking on Woods about Life and Death was successfully
held on April 10, 2021. Special guests including Ken, a childhood cancer survivor, Tiger with muscular dystrophy, Joanne who lost her
child to cancer, Venerable Shi Chuan Deng and Pastor Yiu Chi Ho were there sharing their personal experience.
This marked our very first live webinar held completely open to public. There were as many as 200 viewers watching and responding
actively in the chatroom, asking questions and sending encouragement to our speakers. We look forward to more interactions as such
to have open discussions with our fans on children’s palliative care!

Tiger's Dream Came True!

Fulfilling the dreams of critically ill children is one of CPCF’s meaningful tasks.
Suffering from muscular dystrophy at a young age, Tiger Ling Tsz-hin is
expected to live only to his 30s. Despite his shrinking limbs and wheelchair
reliance, he didn’t give up his passion in photography. With the support of his
parents, he travelled around the world and captured many expressive and
beautiful photos.
CPCF made every effort to help Tiger fulfil his dream of publishing his own
photo album. 500 copies of his very first photo album Let Dreams Fly were
published in April 2021. The album is not for sale, copies are being donated
to charities and schools with an aim to inspire people with disabilities
that disability doesn’t mean inability. Congratulations Tiger for fulfilling
your dream!
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Fund-raising Activities

November 2020-April 2021
Date

Donor/Organiser

Event

Amount (HK$)

Remarks

2020

Nov 11
Kam Yim Tong Cantonese Opera* Children’s Cancer Foundation 538,836.00
				
Charity Gala

Nov

Great Eagle Holdings Ltd*

Great Eagle Casual Wear Day 7,290.00

Nov-Jan

Solomon Bloemen Ltd*

2021 Calendar Charity Sale

45,690.00

Nov-Apr
		

Hong Kong Commercial
Broadcasting Co Ltd*

Share My Song Programme

5,148.18

Nov-Apr
St. Baldrick's Foundation*
Head Shaving Event
696,685.00
						
						

Dec

Ralph Lauren Asia Pacific Ltd*

2020 Pink Pony Month

39,390.00

Dec

The Hong Kong Bankers Club*

Fund-raising Campaign

20,000.00

Dec
		

True Light Middle School of
Hong Kong*

Fund-raising Campaign

4,000.00

Feb

Pacific Club*		

Fund-raising Campaign

79,270.00

Feb 17-26
		

Christian Alliance P. C. Lau
Memorial International School*

"Give a Red Packet"
Campaign

12,250.00

Philips RO Water Dispenser
Charity Sale

62,472.00

The event was held in Aug 2020

The fund was designated for
childhood cancer research in
Hong Kong.

2021

Feb-May
Winco Century Ltd
				

* Repeat donor

The event was held in 2020.
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Fund-raising Activities

Date

Donor/Organiser

Event

Amount (HK$)

Remarks

2021

Mar
		

Caritas Chong Yuet Ming
Secondary School*

「利是送暖」

5,000.00

April

HUGO BOSS Hong Kong Ltd*

Charity Sale

37,700.00

Special thanks to:
(1) The following donors for funding the Drug Sponsorship Programme:
(i) Wing Sum Construction & Engineering Co Ltd for HK$1,700,000
(ii) Tin Shing Motors Holdings Ltd for HK$100,000
(2) KPMG for their pro bono services.
(3) TMF Hong Kong Ltd for their pro bono services.
A note of thanks is also due to the many unlisted individuals and organisations that have made generous donations /
donations in kind or have lent their support to the Children’s Cancer Foundation.
(The organisations above are listed in random order)

* Repeat donor

60 and counting!

Time flies. It is the sixtieth issue since CCF Newsletter came to town! From the
cover you can see how the designs have transformed. Yet, the spirit of each
editor remains the same: we hope our words could become cheerful chatters
supporting each and every cancer family.

We love our mother-earth too!
Let’s go green and sign up for the e-Newsletter at

ccf.org.hk!
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Patient and Hospital Services

With fond memories…all because of you!

Nov 2020 – Apr 2021

Floral Workshop
Eight survivors
learning how to appreciate
flowers

- the beauty,

the fragrance and the touch,
and also get to explore the art
of floral arrangement. Thank
you, Dr Solomon Leong and
volunteers, for sharing your
expertise!
7,21/11/2020

One-Person-One-Story Programme
PolyU student volunteers pairing up with survivors to get acquainted, sharing and discussing personal goals setting.
Thank you PolyU student volunteers!

Jan – April, 2021

Online Chinese New Year Celebration
Sixty four children and 46 parents celebrating CNY online, showcasing their culinary skills making savory CNY goodies!

20/2/2021
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Patient and Hospital Services

Floor Curling
Floor curling is a new sport for all ages. Sunshine youths
playing enthusiastically at the training and even managed to
participate in a match afterwards

Mar & Apr 2021

Exercise Training Programme
Get, set, go! With kids doing interesting exercises, we
can enhance their flexibility and eye-hand coordination
effortlessly and most important unknowingly!

Mar & Apr 2021
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Patient and Hospital Services

Financial Assistance
Nov 2020 –
Apr 2021

Financial assistance was provided for the following:
(1) 32 drug sponsorships at HK$1,742,000
(2) one DOTATATE Scan at HK$19,000
(3) funeral expenses
(4) travelling allowance
(5) subsidy for home removal
(6) subsidy on supermarket coupons for cancer and noncancer patients

Feb 1, 5, Mar 1, Apr 5
The CPCF Assistant Professional Services Manager (Nurse)
attended an online programme on Fellowship in Palliative
Care - 2021 organised by the Institute of Palliative Medicine &
St. Christopher’s Hospice, UK.
Feb 4, 24, Mar 18
A registered nurse participated in the 2020 JCECC Leadership
Programme organised by the JCECC Project.
Feb 26

Two Community Service Social Workers attended an online
workshop on Facilitating Career and Life Development for
Non-engaged Youth: Introduction of Youth Development and
Intervention Framework organised by the Chinese University
of Hong Kong.

Mar 6

A registered nurse attended an online lecture on Nursing
Management for Children with Pleural Effusion organised by
HKCPN.

Half-way Homes
Nov 2020 – Apr 2021
A total of three families with children under active treatment
used the Half-way Homes.

Publication
Jan 2021

CCF Newsletter Vol. 59

April 2021

Let Dreams Fly

A Registered Nurse attended a live webinar on Effective
Pediatric Pain Management and End of Life Care 2021
organised by the Department of Anaesthesiology Critical Care
and Pain Medicine, Boston Children’s Hospital, USA.

Hospital Services
Nov 26

CPCF held the first Doctors Coordinating Committee Meeting
through online with doctors from major public hospitals.

Dec 2

The Coordinating Committee Meeting with CCF and doctors
from the public hospitals was held online.

Mar 13

The CPCF Professional Services Manager, Assistant
Professional Services Manager (Nurse) , a nurse specialist,
a registered nurse and a social worker attended an online
Annual Symposium 2021 organised by The Hong Kong Society
of Children’s Palliative Care.

Staff Training
2020
Nov 6, 13

A CPCF social worker attended the workshop on Training
on Bereavement Counselling organised by the Centre on
Behavioural Health, the University of Hong Kong (HKU).

Mar 18, 19

A Community Service Social Worker attended a two-day
workshop on Expressive Arts for Letting go and Healing
organised by the Hong Kong Anti-Cancer Society (HKACS).

Nov 7

The CPCF Assistant Professional Services Manager (Nurse)
and a registered nurse attended a lecture on Nursing
Management for Children Requiring Home Respiratory
Support organised by the Hong Kong College of Paediatric
Nursing (HKCPN).

Mar 24

A Registered Nurse attended an online course on Complex
Neurological Cases requiring PPC organised by the Paediatric
Palliative Care Team at Prince of Wales Hospital (PWH).

Apr 7, 8

A CPCF social worker participated in an Annual Virtual
Conference – Professional Development Course (Advanced
Course: Complicated Bereavement and Grief) organised by
the Association for Death Education & Counseling, USA.

Apr 16

A Family Counselling Social Worker attended an online
workshop on Mental Health First Aid organised by the HKACS.

Nov 20, 21

The CPCF Assistant Professional Services Manager (Nurse),
a nurse specialist and three registered nurses participated in
the International Conference: Palliative Care in Action under
the Professional Services Advancement Support Scheme
(PASS) organised by the Society for the Promotion of Hospice
Care.

Nov 21

A registered nurse attended a Virtual Plenary Lecture From
SARS 2003 to COVID 2019 organised by School of Nursing,
Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, HKU.

Nov 24

A CPCF registered nurse and social worker attended the 2020
JCECC Leadership Programme organised by the Jockey Club
End-of-Life Community Care Project (JCECC).

Others
2020
Nov 11

The Professional Services Manager (Family Counselling)
conducted a training on Family Therapy in Childhood Cancer
to the students from the School of Nursing, Li Ka Shing Faculty
of Medicine, HKU.

2021

2021

Feb 22

Jan 16, 23, 30 The CPCF Assistant Professional Services Manager (Nurse)
attended the Train the Trainer Course on Paediatric Palliative
Care – Advanced Communication Skills Training Course 2021
organised by HKCPN.

The CPCF Professional Services Manager and a registered
nurse gave a lecture on End-Of-Life Care, Grief and
Bereavement Support at the training for Paediatric Palliative
Care Team of PWH.

Apr 10

CPCF held a webinar on Talking about Death & Dying with
Children . Please read CCF Intelligence on page 34 for details.

Jan 27, Feb 3, 10
A registered nurse attended the Train the Trainer Course on
Paediatric Palliative Care – Advanced Communication Skills
Training Course 2021 organised by HKCPN.
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Patient and Hospital Services

Patient Services Regular Activities
Sunshine School Service at Community Service Centre (CSC)
Nov 2020 –
20 classes were held for 11 patients, parents and siblings.
Apr 2021
Sunshine School Service (online class)
Nov 2020 –
14 patients, parents and siblings attended 17 sessions of
Apr 2021
online class.
Home-based Tutorial Service
Nov 2020
11 sessions were held for five patients.
Primary Tutorial Class
Nov 2020 –
13 sessions were held for three patients.
Apr 2021
Mathematics Tutorial Class
Nov 2020 –
21 sessions were held for four patients.
Apr 2021
Running Team
Nov 2020 –
Nine sessions were held for eight survivors.
Apr 2021
Youth Back-to-Community Programme(石竹冰室)
Nov 2020 –
Five sessions were held for seven survivors.
Apr 2021
Band Team
Nov –
Dec 2020

Four sessions were held for seven survivors.

Sunshine Crafts
Nov 2020 –
Seven sessions were held for five survivors and parents.
Apr 2021
Floor Curling Training Programme
Mar –
Five sessions were held for Nine survivors.
Apr 2021

Other Activities
2020
Nov 7, 21

Special thanks to Solomon Bloemen, two floral workshops
were held for eight patients and survivors to learn the art of
flower arrangement.

Jan 19

Special thanks to Mr Wing Wong, Dietitian. 43 parents attended an
educational talk on Nutrition care for children in their rehabilitation
stage .

Jan 26

Our Professional Service Manager (Family Counselling) conducted
a talk to 24 parents on the topic On the pathway of recovery, the
core elements of holistic care .

Feb 5

A Social Worker from Family Counselling Team conducted a talk on
Resuming school, challenges and adjustment to 29 parents.

Feb 6

A Chinese New Year Celebration 親子賀年糖果製作 was held for
eight patients, three siblings and seven parents at CSC.

Feb 19

Special thanks to PolyU student volunteers for conducting an online
Chinese New Year celebration for 14 patients and a parent.

Feb 20

CCF Chinese New Year Gathering 2021 was held online at for 37
patients, 27 siblings and 47 parents with a total of 111 participants.

Mar 4

Special thanks to ‘Friends’, volunteers of Department of
Radiography, PolyU. One patient and the family had a virtual
experience of radiation therapy at the PolyU Radiotherapy
Simulation Laboratory.

Mar 6

Collaborating with the Hong Kong Eye Hospital, 26 patients and 20
parents joined an eye-checking programme.

Mar 6

Four patients and a parent enjoyed a visit to the Hong Kong News
Expo.

Mar 6, 13,
20, 27

Four sessions of psychosocial group 玩轉喜怒哀樂 were
held for six survivors and patients.

Mar 16

Family Counselling Social Worker conducted an online talk on
Understanding Insomnia for 13 parents.

Mar 20

Four patients enjoyed a visit to Tai Kwun.

Mar 26

A bereavement care workshop was held for 11 parents and
siblings at CSC.

Mar 29

A balloon twisting workshop was conducted for four patients,
three siblings and five parents at CSC.

Apr 16, 23

Two sessions of cognitive training programme 鬥智鬥力 were held
for seven patients and a sibling.

Apr 17

A bereavement care workshop was organised for six parents from
4 families at CSC.

Nov 14

A baking workshop was held for four families with the child
and one of their parents.

Apr 24

Special thanks to Ms Monica Yau, Family Therapist. Eight parents
enjoyed an online talk on Listen Children’s Voice .

Nov 28

Special thanks to Dr Frankie Cheng, Associate Consultant from
the Department of Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine of the
Hong Kong Children's Hospital (HKCH). 56 parents attended
an educational talk on Haematology, its Treatment and
Prognosis .

Apr 25

A 3D model-building workshop was held for three patients/
survivors at CSC to celebrate Mother’s Day.

Nov 2020 –
Apr 2021

34 sessions of online playroom were organised for 342 patients
and siblings.

Nov 2020 –
Apr 2021

24 online art classes were organised for 363 patients and
siblings.

Jan - Apr

10 survivors participated in the “One-person-one- Story”
programme collaborated with the Department of Radiography,
PolyU.

Jan - Apr

10 patients participated in the Treatment End Celebration under the
CCF Jockey Club Child Life Care Project.

Mar - Apr

Occupational therapy assessments were provided for 14 survivors
aged 5 to 15 for further rehabilitative training.

Mar - Apr

Eight sessions of 健康達人 - 兒童肌力運用與體能訓練課程
exercise programme were conducted for 10 patients and siblings
at CSC.

Dec 18

An online party was organised to celebrate Christmas at
HKCH. Gifts were prepared and delivered to 120 patients.

Dec 19

Specials thanks to Bank of China, Disney VoluntEARS, Marco
Polo Hotels and Polytechnic University (PolyU) for supporting
CCF online FUNtastic 2020 Christmas Party with 133 patients,
67 siblings and 110 parents, a total of 310 participants.

2021
Jan 8

Special thanks to Ms Sanne Fong, Occupational Therapist
at HKCH. 27 parents attended an educational talk on
Introduction of OT services .

‘Smile!’ Photo Studio
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